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ABSTRACT
Our team(THUIR2) participated in both FOSS and POSS subtasks
of the NTCIR-161 Session Search (SS) Task[2].This paper describes
our approaches and results. In the FOSS subtask, we submit five
runs by using a learning-to-rankmodel and a fine-tuned pre-trained
languagemodel.We fine-tune the pre-trained languagemodelwith
both ad-hoc data and session information and then assembled them
by a learning-to-rank method. The assembled model achieves the
best performance among all participants in the preliminary eval-
uation. In the POSS subtask, we used an assembled model which
also achieves the best performance in the preliminary evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In NTCIR-16, our team participated in the Session Search task, in-
cluding both FOSS and POSS subtasks. In recent years, pre-trained
language model fine-tuned on downstream tasks have achieved
state-of-the-art performance of document ranking tasks.Thesemod-
els estimate the relevance between queries and documents based
on contextualized matching signals. “Session search task aims to
provide an optimized document ranking list by utilizing user inter-
action behaviors within a search session”[1]. We thus apply users’
behavior information during the fine-tuning stage to verify the ef-
fects of users’ behavior information in a search session.

In the FOSS subtask, we submit five runs by using a learning-to-
rank model and a fine-tuned pre-trained language model. Specifi-
cally, two runs are based on learning-to-rank model and three runs
are based on fine-tuned pre-trained language models. One of the
learning-to-rank models only utilizes the score of traditional IR
methods like BM25, TF-IDF, and F1-EXP. The other model assem-
bled the scores of two fine-tuned pre-trained language model as
well as traditional IR methods. In the POSS subtask, we submit the
result of the same assembled model which achieves the best per-
formance among all participants in the preliminary evaluation.

The results show that the learning-to-rank models perform bet-
ter than a single model. Assembled traditional methods perform

1https://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/workshop/OnlineProceedings15/NTCIR/toc_ntcir.
html

better than assembled pre-trained language model in the final eval-
uationwhich is notwhatwe expected.This unexpected result shows
that traditional methods are still good solutions in document rank-
ing tasks.

2 FOSS SUBTASK
In the FOSS subtask, we submit five runs which are shown in Ta-
ble 1. We tried traditional methods, pre-trained language model
and learning-to-rank models. To be specific, we tried traditional
methods BM25, TF-IDP, and F1-EXP. We fine-tuned pre-trained
language model with both ad-hoc data and session information.
We used the learning-to-rank model lambdaMART to assemble the
scores of those methods.

The details of our runs are described in this section.

2.1 The Framework of Assembled Models
2.1.1 Assembled Traditional Methods(ATM) Model. We design the
Assembled Traditional Methods(ATM) model to rerank the can-
didate documents via traditional methods and a learning-to-rank
model. The framework of the ATM model is shown in Figure 1.
Firstly, we filter the candidate documents by length, keyword, and
key phrasedwhich is detailed in Section 2.2.Thenwe calculated the
scores of each query-document pair via several traditional meth-
ods and used a learning-to-rank model to assemble them. Finally,
we rank the candidate documents by the score of the learning-to-
rank model which is detailed in Section 2.3.

Figure 1: The Framework of ATMModel

2.1.2 Assembled Pre-trainedModels and TraditionalMethods (PMTM)
Model. In thismethod, we fine-tuned the pre-trained languagemodel
BERTwith both ad-hoc data and users’ behavior information(session
information) which are described in detail in Section 2.4. Then we
add the scores of two fine-tuned models as new features to the
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Table 1: Preliminary Evaluation of Our Runs in FOSS Subtask

Run Name Description NDCG@3 Rank
THUIR2-FOSS-NEW-2 BM25 + TF-IDF + F1-EXP 0.022508 7
THUIR2-FOSS-NEW-3 Bert with Ad-hoc Data Fine-tune 0.013015 14
THUIR2-FOSS-NEW-4 Bert with Click Model Fine-tune – –
THUIR2-FOSS-NEW-5 Three Traditional Methods and two Pre-train Models 0.095888 1
THUIR2-FOSS-NEW-6 Bert with Session Data Fine-tune 0.016912 10

ATMmodel. Finally, we rank the candidate documents by the score
of the learning-to-rank model which is detailed in Section 2.4.3.

Figure 2: The Framework of PMTMModel

2.2 Data Preprocess
We filtered the candidate documents before reranking. The docu-
ments in the corpus are extracted from web pages, some of them
are autogenerated meaningless websites which is shown in Fig-
ure 4. We filtered those documents by length, keywords, and key
phrases. Some documents include phrases like “404 The requested
resource is not found”, “404 Not Found” etc are unlikely to meet
users’ information needs. Thus, we remove those documents be-
fore reranking. The examples of filtered out long documents are
shown in Figure 3.

2.3 Traditional Methods
We first tried three traditional Information Retrieval(IR) methods:
BM25[7], TF-IDF, and F1EXP[5]. The calculation formula for the
BM25 and F1EXP scores are shown in Equation 1 and Equation 2:

𝐵𝑀25(𝑑, 𝑞) =
𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡𝑖) ∗𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) ∗ (𝑘1 + 1)
𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) + 𝑘1 ∗ (1 − 𝑏 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑛 (𝑑)

𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙 )
(1)

𝐹1𝐸𝑋𝑃 (𝑑, 𝑞) =
∑

𝑡 ∈𝑞∪𝑑
𝐶 (𝑡, 𝑞) ∗ 𝐹 (𝐶 (𝑡, 𝑑)) ∗ 𝐿𝑁 (𝑑) ∗ (𝑁 + 1

𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) )
𝑘 (2)

where 𝐹 (𝑥) = 1+𝑙𝑛(1+𝑙𝑛(𝑥)),𝐿𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑎𝑣𝑑𝑙+𝑠
𝑎𝑣𝑑𝑙+𝑥∗𝑠 ,𝐶 (𝑡, 𝑞) is the term

frequency of t in the query,𝐶 (𝑡, 𝑑) is the term frequency of t in the
document and s is an adjustable parameter. We set the parameter
𝑘1 = 2, 𝑘2 = 1, 𝑏 = 0.5 in BM25 calculation formula.

After calculating the score of each query-document pair, we ex-
tracted more features such as the length of the query, the length
of the document, and the document’s rank sorted by the scores of

traditional IR methods. All the features are shown in Table 2. Af-
ter calculating all those features, we feed them into a learning-to-
rank model from Ranklib[8].The Ranklib package provides several
learning-to-rank algorithms including LambdaMART.We used the
LambdaMART model with the training metric NDCG@10.

Table 2: Features of ATM Model

Features
1 Score of BM25
2 Rank sorted by BM25
3 Score of TF-IDF
4 Rank sorted by TF-IDF
5 Score of F1-EXP
6 Rank sorted by F1-EXP
7 Document Length
8 Query Length

To our surprise, this method gets the third-highest score in the
final evaluation. It’s better than many runs which use large-scale
pre-trained language model such as BERT and Hierarchical Behav-
ior Aware Transformers. We guess the reason is that the final eval-
uation results are based on manually labeled data. When labeling,
it is mainly judged according to the keywords in the query and
its appearance in the document, which is very similar to the tradi-
tional method.

2.4 Pre-trained Language Model
Pre-trained language models such as BERT[4], has been widely
used in document ranking tasks in recent years and it significantly
outperforms traditional IR methods as well as other neural rank-
ing models[3]. Thus, we tried BERT for Session Search Task and
fine-tune the BERT model on ad-hoc data and session data, respec-
tively.

2.4.1 Fine-tune with Ad-hoc Data. The format of training data is
shown in Figure 5. For each query, the Sougou search engine show
10 pages to the user and record the clicked pages. In ad-hoc search
scenarios, the clicked page is more likely to match the user’s infor-
mation needs. We define the clicked web page as 𝑑+ and the others
as 𝑑−.

We use BERT as a rankingmodel.The score of a query document
pair is defined as follows,

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 := [𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]𝑑𝑜𝑐 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]
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Figure 3: Examples of Filtered Long Documents

Figure 4: Examples of Meaningless Candidate Documents

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑑𝑜𝑐) = 𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝐶𝐿𝑆 [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 (𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡)])
where CLS is the BERT’s [cls] vector and MLP is a Multilayer

Perceptron that projects the CLS vector to a score. We use the Lo-
calized Contrastive Estimation (LCE)[6] loss function to optimize
our model, which is defined as:

𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 := − log
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞,𝑑+)∑
𝑑∈𝑆 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞, 𝑑))

where S is the set of all candidate documents, q is the query and
𝑑+ is the clicked document.

We use the same Transformer encoder architecture as BERT[4].
The hidden size is 768 and the number of self-attention heads is
12. We use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-5 and a
warm-up ratio of 0.1. The batch size is set as 32 and the maximum
length of the input sequence is set as 256. We save the checkpoints
every 1000 steps and choose the model with the highest NDCG@3
score as the final model.

2.4.2 Fine-tune with Session Information. In a search session, a
single query may not satisfy a user’s information need, thus the
user submits more queries. During the search process, the user
may click some documents provided by the search engine, those
documents can also reflect the user’s information needs. There-
fore, for a query in a search session, we concatenate the previously
clicked documents’ titles and the previous queries to formulate an
assembled query which we call Assembled Session Query(ASQ).
The ASQ incorporates information from the entire search session.

We fine-tune the BERT model with ASQ which is defined as fol-
lows:

𝑐𝑞 := 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦,

𝑝𝑞 := 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠,

𝑡𝑐𝑑 := 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒

𝐴𝑆𝑄 = [𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝑐𝑞 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]𝑝𝑞 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]𝑡𝑐𝑑

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 := [𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝐴𝑆𝑄 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]𝑑𝑜𝑐 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑑𝑜𝑐) = 𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝐶𝐿𝑆 [𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 (𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡)])

The loss function and other settings of the fine-tuning stage are
the same as Section 2.4.1.

2.4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis. The result of preliminary
evaluation shows that the utilization of session information can im-
prove the performance of rankingmodels to a small degree.We can
conclude that fine-tuning with user behavior information can im-
prove the document ranking model’s performance because the As-
sembled SessionQuery(ASQ) contains more information of user’s
search intention compared to a single query. However, it can only
improve the performance to a small degree because the user’s search
intention may change in a search session. In this situation, pre-
vious clicked documents’ titles may not reflect the user’s current
search intention.

2.5 Learning-to-rank model
To assemble all those scores and features introduced in the previ-
ous section, we feed all of them to the LambdaMART model with
the default parameters and the training metric NDCG@10.The fea-
tures are shown in Table 3. This run achieves the best performance
among all participants in the preliminary evaluation.The good per-
formance shows that the scores of fine-tuned pre-trained language
model can improve the performance of the LambdaMART model.
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Figure 5: The Format of Training Data

Table 3: Features of PMTMModel

Features
1 Document Length
2 Query Length
3 Document ID
4 Score of BERT finetuned with ad-hoc data
5 Score of BERT finetuned with session data
6 Score of BM25
7 Score of TF-IDF
8 Score of F1-EXP
9 Rank sorted by BM25
10 Rank sorted by TF-IDF
11 Rank sorted by F1-EXP

3 POSS SUBTASK
In the POSS subtask, we use the LambdaMART model with the
same features in Section 2.4.3 which is shown in Table 3. The per-
formance of our run ranked first place in the preliminary evalua-
tion and second place in the final evaluation.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In the NTCIR-16 Session Search (SS) Task, we participated in both
FOSS and POSS subtasks. We tried traditional methods as well as
pre-trained language model. During the fine-tuning stage, we com-
pare the performance of utilizing the session information and ad-
hoc information. The result shows that the utilization of session
information can improve the performance of ranking models to
a small degree. In the final evaluation, the assembled traditional

methods beat complicated pre-trained languagemodelwhich shows
the effectiveness of traditionalmethods on document ranking tasks.
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